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Enhancing Microsoft Content Management Server with ASP.NET 2.0Packt Publishing, 2006
The release of Microsoft Content Management Server (MCMS) Service Pack 2 opens up the world of ASP.NET 2.0 to MCMS developers. Written by the masters of MCMS, this book shows you how to use the new features of ASP.NET 2.0 that everyone is talking about in your MCMS development. You will first learn how to install and configure MCMS SP2. There are...

		

Professional BizTalk Server 2006Wrox Press, 2007
This book provides insight into how industry experts have successfully architected, developed, and maintained Microsoft BizTalk Server in mission-critical environments. Authored by highly-regarded consultants with a wealth of knowledge on designing, building, and operating enterprise applications using BizTalk, this comprehensive guide gives you...

		

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 PatternsPackt Publishing, 2011


	Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 is an exciting platform for developing middleware

	and integration solutions. As our computing ecosystem moves ever further away

	from monolithic mainframe style applications, we find ourselves spending an ever

	increasing amount of time integrating existing systems. This trend continues and

	increases...





		

BizTalk Server 2002 Design and ImplementationApress, 2002

	BizTalk Server 2002 Design and Implementation shows developers how to write BizTalk Server 2002 applications by example. Readers will learn BizTalk Server 2002 step-by-step as they read through the chapters and build an actual BizTalk Server application. Readers will also be exposed to the many invaluable lessons that Xin...


		

BizTalk 2013 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2013

	BizTalk 2013 Recipes provides ready-made solutions to BizTalk Server 2013 developers. The recipes in the book save you the effort of developing your own solutions to common problems that have been solved many times over. The solutions demonstrate sound practice, the result of hard-earned wisdom by those who have gone before.

...


		

BizTalk 2013 EDI for Supply Chain Management: Working with Invoices, Purchase Orders and Related Document TypesApress, 2013

	Building a successful supply chain processing EDI implementation in BizTalk Server can be complex. Decisions must be made around how to extract and publish data, how to map to the various EDI standards, and how to appropriately batch and deliver data. If architected properly, your BizTalk solution can be highly efficient, simple, and...






		

BizTalk 2010 EDI for Health Care: HIPAA Compliant 837 SolutionsApress, 2013

	Building a successful health care claims processing EDI implementation in BizTalk Server can be complex. Decisions must be made around how to extract and publish data, how to map to the 837 EDI standard, and how to appropriately batch and deliver data. If architected properly, your BizTalk solution can be highly efficient, simple, and...


		

Pro Windows Server AppFabric (Beginning)Apress, 2010

	This book will teach you all about Windows Server AppFabric (code-named “Dublin”),a set of extensions to Windows Server that allow it to function as a lightweight, application server. The combination of Windows Server and AppFabric provides an easy-to-manage platform for developing, deploying, and reliably hosting middle-tier...


		

Microsoft BizTalk 2010: Line of Business Systems IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2011

	We know that it is rare in IT departments today that solutions do not have to integrate with other systems and even external entities. Systems just have to be connected to support the complex business processes and levels of automation that the business is demanding. Some of these systems are really at the core of the business. They can...






		

RESTful .NET: Build and Consume RESTful Web Services with .NET 3.5O'Reilly, 2008

	I’ve been working with the Web throughout my entire software engineering career. I started out writing ASP pages and COM components. I then moved into the world of .NET with ASP.NET and ASMX web services.


	In 2004, I got involved with BizTalk Server, which pushed me even more into the world of services and XML. I worked with...


		

Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4 Integration UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009

	In Microsoft® Dynamics CRM 4 Integration Unleashed, two leading experts present proven techniques, best practices, and example code for going far beyond the out-of-the-box capabilities of Dynamics CRM 4. Using these solutions and sample applications, you will enhance all of...


		

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2004
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Unleashed is your tool to unleash the power of Microsoft's BizTalk Server 2004. Learn how to use the server as an enterprise application integration tool and how to exploit its key strengths to orchestrate e-commerce business processes in B2B and B2C environments. Providing complete...
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